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Transmittivity through straight and stublike waveguides in a two-dimensional phononic crystal
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We study theoretically the propagation of acoustic waves through a linear waveguide, created inside a
two-dimensional phononic crystal, along which a side branch~or stub! is attached. The primary effect of this
resonator is to induce zeros of transmission in the transmission spectrum of the perfect waveguide. The
transmittivity exhibits very narrow dips whose frequencies depend upon the width and the length of the stub.
When a gap exists in the transmittivity of the perfect waveguide, the stub may also permit selective frequency
transmission in this gap. We have considered phononic crystals constituted by either fluid or solid constituents.
The calculations of the band structure and transmittivity are performed by a combination of finite-difference
time domain and plane-wave expansion methods.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.174308 PACS number~s!: 43.20.1g, 43.40.1s, 46.40.Cd
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Photonic crystals, made of a periodic repetition of diele
tric or metallic inclusions in a homogeneous dielectric ba
ground, have attracted much attention during the last dec
in relation with their ability to control the propagation o
light and the possibility of new optical devices.1 Recent stud-
ies have been concerned with manipulating the propaga
of light through channels~or waveguides! created inside the
photonic crystal2 that can be considered as photonic circuit3

These waveguides can have interesting engineering app
tions such as a sharp bending of light,2 filtering, and wave-
length division multiplexing,4 to name a few. So far, suc
applications have been proposed and realized in the fram
planar waveguide structures where the properties of ba
pass filtering or channel drop filtering are obtained by c
pling the waveguides to microring or side branch resonato5

It is expected that ultrasmall optical integrated circuits can
realized by utilizing photonic crystals.6

In analogy to photonic band-gap materials, several wo
have been devoted to study the propagation of acou
waves in the so-called phononic crystals, made of two-
three-dimensional periodic repetition of two different so
or fluid constituents, which exhibit large contrast betw
their elastic constants and/or mass densities. The existen
absolute band gaps has been investigated both theoretica7,8

and experimentally.9–12 Surface waves13 and localization
phenomena in linear and point defects were a
considered.14 Such materials can have potential applicatio
as elastic-acoustic filters, mirrors, or transducers.

In a recent paper, Kafesakiet al.15 calculated the trans
mission of elastic waves through a straight waveguide c
ated in a two-dimensional~2D! phononic crystal by remov
ing a row of cylinders. They emphasized the oscillations
the transmittivity as a function of frequency. The guidance
the waves is due to the existence of extended linear de
modes falling in the band gap of the phononic crystal. Ho
ever, the dispersion curves of these defect modes can th
selves exhibit a gap and hence, in the frequency range of
gap, the waveguide cannot transmit any wave.
0163-1829/2002/65~17!/174308~5!/$20.00 65 1743
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In this paper, we are interested in studying the effect o
waveguide side branch~or stub! on the transmission coeffi
cient. Indeed, a fundamental question is would any wa
traveling along the guide ignore the presence of the stub
on the contrary, the transmission be significantly altered
the stub due to interference phenomena. From the poin
view of applications, such a resonator may serve as a bu
ing element for the design of specific functions such as
tering or add-drop multiplexing. One can point out that,
the frame of model calculations16–18 ~in particular, assuming
perfect confinement of the waves or strict boundary con
tions!, several papers have calculated and discussed
transmission of waves through a guide with grafted s
branches. These works show the occurrence of zeros
transmission associated with the resonators, the openin
band gaps if a set of stubs is periodically grafted along
waveguide, and then the possibility of filtering or waveleng
multiplexing.19 The object of this paper is to discuss the e
fect of a side branch resonator on the propagation alon
waveguide in a phononic crystal, taking full account of t
boundary conditions that are imposed by the crystal cons
ents. It will be shown that the transmittivityT is not affected
by the stub over large domain of frequencies whileT drops
to vanishing values in some very narrow frequency rang
These results are discussed and compared to those obt
by model calculations. It would be interesting to perfor
similar calculations in photonic crystals containing stubb
waveguides in view of potential device applications that c
be expected.

Our calculation of the transmission coefficient is pe
formed for 2D phononic crystals of square symmetry co
posed of fluid-fluid~air cylinders in water! and solid-fluid
~steel cylinders in water! constituents. For the sake of sim
plicity, we mostly emphasize the results of the first case si
it has been shown20 that, for an appropriate choice of th
volume filling fractionf, this system exhibits large band gap
and very narrow first few passbands. Of course, in pract
the air within the cylinders would be contained by means
some latex or polymer material. However, it has be
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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shown21 that if the envelope is made of a soft material and
thin enough, then the first few band gaps remain still re
tively large. Straight waveguides of different width are cr
ated in the phononic crystal by removing one row, or tw
parallel rows, of cylinders along they axis of the square
arrangement. Stubs of varying lengths are obtained by
moving one, two, or three cylinders in the direction perpe
dicular to the waveguide~see Fig. 1!. The width of the stub
can also be varied. The transmission through the straigh
stubbed waveguide is calculated by using the fin
difference time domain~FDTD! method, first applied to

FIG. 1. ~a! Two-dimensional cross section of the stubbed wa
guide created inside the 2D phononic crystal. The system is p
odically repeated in thex direction. The arrow indicates the direc
tion of propagation of an incident wave packet.~b! Schematic of the
stub attached to the waveguide in the model calculation~Ref. 16!.
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phononic crystals by Sigalas and Garcia.22 Dispersion curves
of the perfect crystal and defect modes associated with
straight guide are calculated using either the plane-wave
pansion~PWE! method7,8 or the FDTD method.

First we consider an air-water phononic crystal with
period a59 mm and an air volume fraction off 50.349.
Figure 2~a! displays the band structure of the phononic cry
tal containing a straight waveguide of nominal width equal
one period, in theGX direction of the Brillouin zone. The
calculation is performed with the PWE method using a
percell of seven periods~which means the waveguide is re
peated every seven periods in thex direction!. For the sake of
clarity, let us notice that a frequency of 10 kHz correspon
to a reduced frequencyva/cwater50.379 wherecwater is the
velocity of sound in water. The flatbands are the passba
of the perfect crystal where the modes are essentially lo
ized inside air cylinders. The branches of parabolic shape
the defect modes associated with the straight guide. The
fect branches interact weakly with the bulk modes at th
crossing points and undergo a folding at the edge of
Brillouin zone with the opening of a small secondary g
around 102 kHz. Except in the vicinity of the Brillouin zon
edge, the dispersion of the lowest defect branch can be
scribed with a good accuracy by the same relation as i
guide with perfectly reflecting walls, namely,

v25v0
21cwater

2 k2, ~1!

wherek is the wave vector andv0 can be considered as
cutoff frequency given by

v05pcwater /d, ~2!
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FIG. 2. ~a! PWE dispersion curves for a supercell waveguide sample~without a stub!. The phononic crystal consists of air cylinders
water with a square arrangement, with cylinder radius over lattice constantr /a51/3. The supercell contains 137 unit cells. As a matter of
comparison, 10 kHz on the vertical axis corresponds to the dimensionless frequencyva/cwater50.379.~b! Solid line: the FDTD transmis-
sion coefficient as a function of frequency for acoustic waves propagating in the guide without the stub. Dashed line: the tran
coefficient for the guide with a one unit long stub. Dotted line: same as the dashed line, but the length of the stub is equal to two u
~c! The square of the field amplitude averaged over one period of oscillation. The incident wave is a longitudinal monochromatic pla
with frequency 67.35 kHz (va/cwater52.54) which corresponds to a dip in the transmission. The figure demonstrates that the transm
towards the end of the guide remains negligible at this frequency.
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with d being the effective width of the guide. In the examp
of Fig. 2, this width turns out to bed512.7 mm, i.e., a value
slightly greater than the separation between two air cylind
on both sides of the guide. In analogy with a perfect gu
where higher defect branches~corresponding to v0

5npcwater /d wheren is an integer! are expected to exist
one can notice in Fig. 2~a! the defect branch starting at th
frequency 2v0.

In Fig. 2~b!, we give the transmittivity through a wave
guide without a stub and with a stub of nominal length eq
to one or two periods inserted in the middle of the wav
guide. The transmission coefficient is calculated by aver
ing the fluid displacement at different points on a line norm
to the guide and by normalizing to the same quantity cal
lated for the incoming wave packet in the absence of
phononic crystal.21 The incident wave is a longitudinal pulse
with a Gaussian envelope along they axis and uniform along
the x direction; the pulse is centered at the frequen
va/cwater52p. The wave packet has a spatial extension
the order of half a wavelength, on both sides of its ma
mum. Therefore, the incident medium in front of the sam
needs to have a thickness of the order of the wavelengt
order to contain the initial wave packet. Periodic bound
conditions are applied in thex direction. In they direction,
the so-called Mur conditions are used at the free ends of
incoming and outgoing media. At the end of the outgoi
medium, for instance, one imposes that the elastic wav
propagating in the forward direction. In other words, t
wave is leaving the medium without reflection. In practic
the lengths of the incoming and outgoing media~water in our
case! are taken to be equal to the length of the phono
crystal. More details about the calculation are given in R
21.

The transmissionT through the straight waveguide@Fig.
2~b!# jumps from 0 to 1 at the frequency of 59 kHz whe
the linear defect mode starts to exist and then remains c
to unity for higher frequencies. The transmission spectr
exhibits a small dip around 100 kHz, in correspondence w
the secondary gap at 100–105 kHz appearing in the dis
sion curves@Fig. 2~a!# at the Brillouin zone boundary; th
small magnitude of the dip in the transmission spectrum
due to the finite size of the sample and can be increase
increasing the length of the waveguide along they direction.
When a stub of nominal length and width equal to one per
is attached to the guide, the transmission remains almos
changed except for two very narrow dips occurring at
frequencies of 83 and 108.5 kHz whereT becomes very
small. For a stub of length two periods, three zeros of tra
mission occur at 67.35, 89.3, and 106.6 kHz, whereas a
of the length of three periods exhibits four zeros of transm
sion ~not shown in the figure!. The frequencies of the dip
are summarized in Table I. Therefore, it clearly appears
in the presence of a stub~or more generally of a resonato!
the transmission through the waveguide can be significa
altered due to the interference phenomena; in particular,
not true that any wave will travel along the guide witho
feeling the presence of the stub. To be more specific, we h
calculated for different monochromatic incident waves
transmission through a guide containing a stub of len
17430
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equal to two periods. We have investigated the time evo
tion of the wave for different frequencies of the incide
wave. At the frequency of the dip, i.e., 67.35 kHz, the wa
entering the guide penetrates into the stub@see Fig. 2~c!#, is
reflected from the end of the stub, and then returns bac
the entrance of the guide while the transmission towards
end of the guide remains negligible. At a very close incide
frequency of 67.53 kHz, the wave still penetrates into
stub. However, after being reflected by the end of the stu
significant part of it is transmitted towards the end of t
guide. Finally, at a frequency of 75 kHz, far from a dip, th
wave travels straightly towards the end of the guide with
being perturbed by the stub. To illustrate more clearly
total reflection of the incident wave at the frequency of 67.
kHz, we have sketched in Fig. 2~c! the square of the field
amplitude, averaged over one period of oscillation. T
quantity gives a qualitative picture of average energy dis
bution along the guide and in the stub. One can notice
penetration of the wave into the stub, while no energy
transmitted towards the end of the guide.

The above results can be qualitatively explained in
frame of a model calculation@see Fig. 1~b!#, showing at the
same time the interest and limitations of such a model
calculation of the transmission coefficient along a slen
tube16 shows that, for a stub of lengthL, the zeros of trans-
mission occur at frequencies such thatk5np/L ~wheren is
an integer! if the end of the stub is open, which means th
the boundary condition at the end of the stub correspond
the vanishing of the pressure. Similarly, the zeros of tra
mission occur atk5(n11/2)p/L for a closed stub for which
the displacement vanishes at the end of the stub. The
water phononic crystal considered in this paper resem
the case of open slender tube, since one can see in Fig.~c!
that the wave penetrates over the first air cylinder at the
of the stub, which is equivalent to an almost zero pressur
the end of a slender tube. Then, using Eqs.~1! and ~2! with
k5np/L yields the effective lengths of the stubs which a
summarized in Table I. In spite of the relatively good agre
ment in the calculated effective stub length, one notice
slight frequency dependence. However, the interesting p
to mention is that, around a given frequency, the effect

TABLE I. Frequencies of the dips in the transmission spectr
of the stubbed waveguide.

Nominal length Zero-transmission Effective length
of the stub frequencies~kHz! of the stub~mm!

One period 83.0 12.7
108.5 16.2

Two periods 67.35 23.0
89.3 22.2
106.6 25.2

Three periods 62.3 37.2
75.45 31.7
92.4 31.4
105.0 34.3
8-3
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FIG. 3. ~a! PWE Dispersion
curves for a wide guide~two unit
cells! in the air-water phononic
crystal. ~b! Solid line: the FDTD
transmission coefficient as a func
tion of frequency for acoustic
waves propagating in the wide
guide with a two unit long stub.
Dashed line: same as the solid lin
but for a wider stub of width equa
to two unit cells.
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lengths of the different stubs, with nominal lengths of on
two, and three periods differ from each other by almost
actly 9 or 18 mm, i.e., one or two periods of the phono
structure. Of course, the application of the simple model
comes less~or not at all! reliable in the vicinity of the Bril-
louin zone boundary due to the bending of the dispers
curves associated with the guide.

We have also considered the propagation through a la
guide of nominal width equal to two periods in the air-wa
phononic crystal. The dispersion curves@Fig. 3~a!# display
now several parabolic shape branches associated with
linear guide; these curves are closer to each other than in
2~a!, and the lowest branch starts at a lower frequency. Th
behaviors are qualitatively similar to those of a guide w
perfectly reflecting walls where the number of guided mod
increases by widening the guide. We have checked that,
cept in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone boundary, the tw
lowest branches can accurately be described by Eq.~1! with
cutoff frequencies given by 34.5 kHz and 69 kHz, resp
tively. Equation~2! yields the corresponding effective widt
of the guide to bed521.7 mm, i.e., exactly 9 mm large
than in the case of Fig. 2~a!. The waveguide is in the mono
mode regime between 34.5 and 69 kHz while it can supp
more than one mode above 69 kHz. In Fig. 3~b! we have
presented the transmission through a stubbed waveguide
stub being of nominal length two periods and nominal wid
equal to one or two periods. First, it is worth noting th
zeros of transmission only occur in the frequency ran
where the linear guide remains monomode. Indeed, it is
pected that a totally destructive interference phenomeno
more difficult to perform in the case of a multimode chann
The stub of larger width displays two zeros of transmiss
occurring at 46.3 and 62.4 kHz, respectively. However, si
the narrower stub can only support waves above the cu
frequency of 59 kHz~see Fig. 2!, it only displays a single dip
appearing at 60.98 kHz. The model calculation can ag
give a qualitative explanation of these results.

We have also studied the case of a phononic crystal c
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stituted by steel cylinders immersed in water, with a per
a59 mm and a filling fractionf 50.475. The results are
presented in Fig. 4 in analogy to those reported earlier in F
2 for the air-water system. Here, the calculations of b
band structures and transmission coefficients are perfor
on the basis of the FDTD method in order to take fu
account of both transverse and longitudinal velocities
sound in solid materials. For propagation parallel to thexy
plane, this structure exhibits an absolute band gap exten
from 75 to 100 kHz, delimited by horizontal lines in Fig
4~a!. In Fig. 4~a!, we give the dispersion curves of the cryst

FIG. 4. ~a! FDTD dispersion curves for a supercell wavegui
sample~without a stub!. The phononic crystal consists of steel cy
inders in water with a square arrangement, with cylinder radius o
lattice constantr /a51/3. The supercell contains 137 unit cells.~b!
Solid line: the FDTD transmission coefficient as a function of fr
quency for acoustic waves propagating in the guide without
stub. Dashed line: the transmission coefficient for the guide wit
one unit long stub. Dotted line: same as the dashed line, but
length of the stub is equal to two unit cells.
8-4
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containing a straight waveguide, with a supercell of sev
periods in the directionx. Among all these branches, only th
two falling inside and in the vicinity of the band gap ar
defect modes induced by the linear guide; the other branc
are bulk modes resulting from the folding of the perfect cry
tal band structure, in relation with the superperiodicity alo
the x direction. The two defect branches bend in the vicin
of the Brillouin zone edge, giving rise to the opening of th
secondary gap~83–85.8 kHz! where the propagation of any
wave in the guide is forbidden. Figure 4~b! presents the
transmittivity through the linear guide without stub or with
stub of length equal to one and two periods. Inside the m
gap of the phononic crystal, the transmission through
linear guide oscillates around 1, except for a large dip~from
80 to 88 kHz! corresponding to the secondary gap betwe
the two defect branches obtained in Fig. 4~a!. The presence
of the stub again induces very narrow dips where the tra
mission becomes very small; these occur at 89.72 and 95
kHz ~respectively, 78.17, 90.19, 94.06, and 99.00) for t
stub with length 1~respectively, length 2). The frequencie
of the dips can also be understood on the basis of our qu
tative model.16 However, the suitable boundary condition
the end of the stub appears here to correspond to the van
ing of the displacement, i.e., the case of a closed tube.
deed, we have checked that, at the frequency of the dip,
wave does not penetrate into the steel cylinder at the en
the stub. Another interesting feature in Fig. 4~b! is the fact
that, inside the secondary gap, where the transmission is
allowed in the perfect linear guide, the stub can induce pe
o

ry
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where selective frequencies can be transmitted through
phononic crystal. Finally, let us mention that we have
tained qualitatively similar behaviors for phononic crys
constituted by solid materials.

In conclusion, we have studied the propagation of aco
tic waves through a guide in a phononic crystal along wh
a side branch is grafted. The effect of the stub is to ind
zeros of transmission that can have potential application
filtering and wavelength demultiplexing phenomena. Mo
over, the stub can permit selective transmission of freque
inside a secondary gap in the spectrum of the defect m
associated with the rectilinear guide. Although some of
behaviors can be expected from modelistic calculations,
quantitative characteristics of the transmission spectrum
quires to take full account of the geometry and elastic
rameters of the phononic crystal. We have obtained qua
tively similar results for phononic crystals constituted
either fluid or solid constituents. Finally, we have check
that if two or three side branches are attached to the gu
the dips start to widen: this mimicks the opening of ga
when a periodic set of stubs are grafted along a guide. S
gaps may also be used for selective transmission of
quency if a defect is inserted among the stubs.
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